
MY MATERNAL FAMILY BACKGROUND

        

Great grandfather John Kiely who was born in Clonaulty, County Tipperary in 1843 – he married Miss 

Ellen Lloyd on the 14th June 1863 at Salisbury SA – Ellen was born in 1840 and died 4th April 1907
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                                              Patrick Francis, b 1866; John, b 1867; Michael Joseph, b 1872; Margaret Rehena, b 1876; d 1944;
  m – Michael Andrew Ryan

    John Francis, Eileen Mary, Winifred, Thomas
                    m - Allan Edward Lockwood

     Byron Allan, Gary Michael, Dean Patrick, Lloyd Francis
 Michelle Anne, Damian Michael, Elizabeth Mary
m – J Holman
Alicia Jade Holman, 1995; Matthew James,1999;

Below Grandma Ryan’s cousin/ bridesmaid Win Carey –      right Grandmother Margaret Ryan (nee
Kiely)

          
Winifred Carey Margaret Kiely about 16 y/o   Margaret Ryan (Kiely) in her 60’s

My mother Eileen Mary Ryan (Dolly) Left with horse at Jabuk and right about 18 Botanic Gdns
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On the Ryan side – Great Grandfather Michael Ryan’s store at Rhynie

MY DEAR MOTHER 

Eileen Mary Lockwood left about the age of 45 years – right one month before her death in 1973 almost 70
  

RYAN FAMILY.

Michael  Andrew Ryan born in Ireland 19th January 1835.
Left Plymouth ENGLAND on 11th October1853 in OSCEOLA aged 18 and arrived in South Australia on
16th January1854 and if records are correct departed England and arrived in Sth Aust at the same time as
the Kiely family in the ship called the Emerald Isle.

Michael married Margaret Callary at Kapunda on the 27th February 1862 when he was 27 years of age
and his wife Margaret being only 18 having been born in 1844. 

Michael Andrew Ryan died on 28th August 1907 when he was 72 years old with his wife Margaret having
19 years of widowhood – dying at the age of 72 on June 6th 1926. They are both buried at Lower Wakefield
Cemetery. 

Michael and Margaret had 9 children and my grandfather Michael Andrew was the eldest child.

The nine children of the marriage were

Michael Andrew    Phillip           Mary Ann      Margaret       Anne           Mary             James            William           Peter  
B 17.11.1862           22.08.1864     12.05.1866       09.06.1869      22.02.1871     27.06.1876     16.07.1876      30.06.1880         04.08.1882
D 08.05.1928        31.10.1891  16.02.1867                   15.05.1893                       09.05.1935   28.09.1937              1950
M 31.10.1895                                                           16.10.1910                                                     02.09.1908    24.04.1912      26.08.1912
Margaret Kiely                                                  P Smith                            W Green         M Reardon   C Holmes       M McEvoy
B 18.12.1876             24.04.1884
D 13.08.1944                                                                                                              15.01.1928   10.06.1950   13.09.1974
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KIELY FAMILY TREE
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Kylie - Ryan family background – the Lockwood family unknown

We knew almost nothing about our Lockwood – Reynolds background as that would not

emerge until the late 1950s. A condensed version of the life of my mother Eileen Mary

Lockwood (nee  Ryan)  written  as  a  school  project  by my son Damian  Lockwood may

possibly be attached to this story or is in my family records drawer. 

It  would  be  reasonable  to  assume  that  not  every  child  has  fond  memories  of  their

grandparents but I only knew the one grandmother by the name of Margaret Ryan (nee

Kylie) and have retained fond memories of her all of my life. 

Having now reached the stage of being a Grandparent myself I hope both of my current

grandchildren Alicia and Matthew Holman will keep my love for them close to them during

their life. Both children have given me enormous joy and I am sure they will grow up to be

very fine bright and intelligent adults and perhaps my stories will be passed on to them for

posterity.  Loving extended families  can be very important  and so much of  family oral

history can only be preserved through the experiences of the generations preceding us. 

Friends Brian and Ellen Hopps who came from England without any relatives living in

Australia often highlighted the lost longing for ‘family’ many migrants experience.

War Service Rejected

My Father was not called up to go to the Second World War as he was considered to be

engaged in a vital industry but I think he was primarily prevented from enlisting due to his

age , almost  40. There is some confusion about my Father’s military record as he had

always claimed to us children that he had been to Egypt and served in France, and had in

fact been gassed.  I suspect that we will never know the whole truth and have a real

record of Dad’s claimed World War 1 service and this may have something to do with

confusion over his real name – who he really was. 

Dad enjoyed singing in the Choir of St Patrick’s Church, Grote Street, Adelaide and this

love of singing kept him in contact with Catholic issues but he also greatly related himself

to the Buffalo Lodge. I have never really known how ‘catholic’ my father really was – It is

hard to believe it came from his mother who died when he was 10 years old. 
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Perhaps his time in Goodwood Orphanage may have enforced it all though we have just

come through a decade when the stories from that institution have been anything other then

loving, kind or spiritual. 

There is no doubt that the Catholicism that I have ‘soaked up’ into my life comes from my

Irish ‘Ryan – Kiely’ background and yet it seems that my grandfather Frederick Ebenezer

Lockwood was cut off from his Protestant family because he ran off with a ‘red headed

Irish Catholic girl’ called Catherine Reynolds – what could be worse?

School Days

Around mid 1944 Dean and I were sent to St Mary’s Franklin Street Adelaide to start our

school  life.  This  was  not  a  happy  experience  as  our  first  teacher  in  grade  one  was

Dominican nun, Sister Mary Declan. These days we find it hard to believe that little five

year old children could be so viciously belted by any teacher - let alone a religious nun.

Excessive corporal punishment used by the Brothers and Nuns in Catholic Schools was

primarily used as an excuse by many adults in the 1950’s along with the introduction of the

Wells  financial  scheme to opt out of being practicing Catholics  – a view I have never

upheld believing  it was only used as away to ‘opt out’.

Dean and I were only five years old and, for some reason that I have completely forgotten

why seven children were lined up to be given the stick by the ‘good Sister’. The weapon

being used was a blue stick and several children received two or three whacks on the hand

ahead of my brother. When the nun reached Dean she came down with such force ‘on the

little monster’ that she broke the stick in the second wallop, it was then my turn. 

I stood there shaking...as Sister Decklan went to the cupboard to find another weapon that

turned out to be a cane something that made me even more terrified. As she came towards

me to carry out the hiding I lunged towards her wrist and bit it with considerable force

drawing blood, she dropped the cane and I ran.  
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Anyone who has known me for most of my life would never claim that running at all, let

alone ‘fast running’ was my forte but on this occasion I ran and ran. Apart from the time I

was chased by the bulls on a farm at Jervois I have never ran faster. I had to open a very

heavy gate located at the convent but somehow I made it and escaped whilst the Sister

coped with her injured wrist. I knew I couldn’t go home so I went into hiding - hid in a

wood shed somewhere in Franklin Street.

To keep things in balance it should be noted that the State Schools also used the stick in

those days and parental  views of discipline coincided in general with approval towards

corporal punishment. I resisted going to school the following morning but my mother had a

whip made out of frayed electric cord for very special occasions and used it on me all the

way to school. I am not aware that I experienced any further action at the School.

State of the State

In  April  1944  Thomas  Playford  was  again  re-elected  to  lead  a  Liberal  Country  Party

Government winning 20 seats. Labor secured 16 seats and there were 3 Independents in the

House of Assembly.

Rome & the World

Meanwhile Pope Pius X11 was steering the Church through very difficult times with the

fascist government of Mussolini of minor concern to the presence in the Eternal City of

Adolph Hitler’s storm troopers. More recent history has tried to suggest that Pius X11 was

culpable in the extermination of millions of Jews by failing to show true leadership and

speaking out strongly against the Nazi regime- a view I consider very harsh considering

the times. 

The Pope endorsed Cardinal Suhard’s condemnation of the deportation of Jews by the

Vichy French but the Nazi propaganda machine intensified their attack on the Pope and

blamed him for the war due to his failure to accept Hitler’s policy of racism.

The  1943  and  1944  Christmas  messages  to  the  World  delivered  by  Pope  Pius  X11

concentrated on his constant cry for peace. I have always been saddened at the constant
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attack on Pius X11 in the latter part of the 20th Century that strongly suggests the Pope

failed in leadership, was some how pro Nazi and let the Jewish people down. 

I believe he may have been a little too diplomatic in trying to find an answer to great world

problems but I do not think he acted with malice or with any wrong intent. This Pope was

trained in diplomacy. Dealing with Hitler required diplomacy but the chances of winning

concessions from that regime would always be very doubtful. 

Wrong judgment he may be guilty of, but who goes through a lifetime devoid of that fault?

The Vatican played a considerable role in helping Jewish people escape from the Nazi

regime. Catholics fought and died on both sides of that war. 

Catholic civilians had their homes, churches and cities bombed by both sides and there is

little doubt that within the Vatican there were those who were pro fascist and those who

were on the side of the allies.

The Vatican itself would have its own political agenda and the western alliance with Stalin

and the possible  carve up of  central  European Nations  after  the  war in  favour of  the

Communists would be of considerable concern to the Church. In the mind of Pius X11 the

threat of Communism could well have been a greater threat to the Church than the Nazi

regime. The Pope, having been a career Diplomat with close ties to Bavaria, may well

have acted in an overly cautious way but it should be left to the Almighty to judge him as

God alone knows the real story.

Many Catholics  in  Spain saw Franco as  a defender  of  the  Church and felt  the  newly

elected Republican Government a threat to the Church. Italians embraced Mussolini as a

strong nationalist leader promising employment and economic reforms and as mentioned

earlier the Vatican reached an accommodation with this fascist leader. 

Hitler came to power in Germany with the assistance of the small Catholic Political Party

but it soon became obvious that the Nazi regime would be in conflict with any authority it

could not rule which the Church soon discovered.
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Catholics live in this World and they ‘render under Caesar’ within their civil lifetime. The

Church lives  with the decisions  of  its  members.  Many Christian countries  have had a

culture of blaming the Jewish people for the death of Christ. Spread throughout history is

ample evidence that monarchies or governments, when in trouble and needing a scapegoat

or a diversion, have often presented the Jews as the culprits.  

When the Americans liberated Rome they found four hundred thousand people were being

fed a daily meal from kitchens organised by the Church at various major locations planned

from inside the Vatican and Castel Gandolfo.

Whilst millions of people in Europe were struggling to survive, my family and I were being

well fed in a society only marginally affected by the fearsome war with the Japanese now

being fought out in New Guinea and the Pacific Ocean.

To Yorke Peninsula

By 1944 we were no longer living in an apartment house in Morphett Street as my father

had been appointed to a position as manager of A.E.Hall’s butter and cream factory in the

town of Minlaton located on Yorke Peninsula, South Australia. We had ample supplies of

food including lamb chops,  sausages,  bacon,  eggs  and fried  tomato.  During the  winter

months we also had hot porridge. The Australian nation had a type of war rationing of food

but we had our own fowls, cow and access to ham and bacon. 

When we first arrived at Minlaton we settled into a large home a few streets south west of

the local town hall and picture theatre owned by people called Tonkin. I do not have very

happy memories in this home as my father was drinking to excess and mum and dad had

many bitter exchanges during this time. Mum would often anticipate what condition dad

would be in on a Saturday – we would have our bath, be dressed in our second best clothes

and as dad moved in...We were ready to move out.

When drunk, my father would be quite abusive to my mother but strangely over generous

to we children.  On one occasion as we looked through the window we saw our father rip

the  tablecloth  off  the  table  with  all  that  was contained  therein.  Dad then  symbolically
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turned on my mother by grabbing her dressmaking model and swinging it outside using the

expression “get out there you old bugger.”

It is sad to mention these things as my father was a very kind and generous man but mum

and dad were not a good mix and this would become even more obvious after their 25 th

Wedding Anniversary in 1953. This was an era when couples stayed together ‘for the sake

of the family’ but drunkenness and violence often had an affect on many children.

Dad and a couple of his mates out front of the Minlaton factory with fish caught by man on left – called
Turner – Mum ordered him out of the house due to his foul language

I always had difficulty coping with ‘beer’ and ‘smoking’ – I really think an attitude was

formed very early and later confirmed by the experiences of life. It is my fervent hope that

all my descendants will be astute in their consumption of alcohol and will rid themselves of

the danger of cigarette smoking.

My father was a heavy smoker – for as long as I can remember I have always had a type of

clearing cough... my dad used to become quite annoyed with me because of this tendency

and would often scold me for it.  Now of course it is known that one can be affected by

passive smoking and there is a strong possibility that it  was indeed my own father that

caused that irritating cough and perhaps the proplems I have had in later life with a type of

airways obstruction desease.

On the factory site at Minlaton was a burnt out flour mill and the Company agreed to use

the outer walls as this basic structure for a new home. My mother played a major role in

drawing up the spacious interior design of the inside shell of the home. My family now

lived on the factory site  and this  gave mum the  opportunity to  run a  business  from a

location next to the home. 
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This is a photo of our home on the left and two sections of the butter factory – this photo was taken on a
trip with friends Trevor and Freada Stevens in 2005.

Dad could be watched more closely and as a result the drinking was a little more restrained,

eventually helping to bring the family much closer together. My father looked after the

factory that had become primarily a receiving depot for milk and cream. Dad would do the

sample check on the cream received to determine its fat content and his special area looked

more like a chemical laboratory. He had a Boiler maker certificate apart from being a butter

maker. 

Attached to the factory was an ice works that in those days  was quite important to the

community.  Home refrigeration was only just emerging within the well  to do but most

people still had coal encased food safes and ice chests. Mum also ran a separate business

within  the  factory  compound  producing  cool  drinks  that  supplied  the  southern  part  of

Yorke  Peninsula.  Additionally  she  also  operated  a  depot  for  fruit  and  vegetables  but

eventually found these items to be uneconomical

By this time I was attending Minlaton Primary School completing my schooling in years 2,

3, 4 and 5 before moving on into the City. In 1987 Marie Whitehead invited me with my

wife Marie  to a mid year  Christmas Dinner as a fundraiser at  Flora McDonald Lodge.

Whilst talking to a small group of people an elderly lady dressed in black with attractive

white hair came over to me and ask “Are you one of the Lockwood twins?” I of course

replied that I was.
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The lady informed me that her name was Mrs Ross and she was one of my teachers in

grade 2/3 at Minlaton some 43 years earlier. I was amazed and asked her “how she knew

me all these years later?” Mrs Ross informed me that as she was standing in the group with

her back to me and she heard me speak and instantly recognised the voice as belonging to

Allan Lockwood. Mrs Ross turned around and saw a shorter version of the man she knew

all those years ago instantly convinced that I must be one of Allan Lockwood’s twin boys.

In 1946 we heard that Tom and Nora Ryan had a beautiful daughter born to them on the

15th January – I was really excited to hear that I had a new cousin and a few years later we

went to Hope Forrest to holiday and visit.

In the earlier story about Mrs Ross it surprised me to know that my speaking voice was so

similar to my father and confirmed a comment made some years earlier by Aunty Nora

Ryan. 

I was inclined to always support my mother over issues and was being a bit dismissive and

possibly unfair in my comments about my father when Auntie Nora came to his positive

defence. She somewhat upset me by informing me that ‘I was most like my father within

the whole family’.  Auntie Nora, I think, somewhat adored my father to about the same

level as she disliked my bossy mother. 

I was unenthusiastic at being linked too closely with my father at that time in my life; I still

held some objection to his behaviour towards my mother up to two years before his death.

Sometimes, being compared to a relative is not appreciated but now many years on I realise

that Auntie Nora was being quite complimentary towards me as she along with many others

saw my father in a very favourable and loving light.

My father  had a beautiful  tenor singing voice and could well  have been a professional

singer and was a finalist in one of the newspaper Aria awards. Whilst in Adelaide he was

invited to sing before the Governor at a concert held in the Adelaide Town Hall. Dad loved

people and parties and was compassionate and kind but he had very little support from my

mother to advance his concert activities.
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 He had a near Protestant understanding of the Bible and liked history and politics. Allan

Lockwood  was  a  very  well  mannered  person  and  always  stood  at  attention  with  hat

removed when a hearse went by,  however he disliked the British Monarchy and would

often fail to stand for the anthem. He could be quite firm about some issues even though

my mother was without doubt the enforcer of discipline. 

Dean and I became very upset when we became the only boys in our class who did not join

the Cubs a junior section of the Boy Scout Movement. We pleaded with our father to be

allowed to join but he was immovable. Dad had a simple and forceful reason for denying us

membership of the Scouting Organisation; he would say “No – at the Cubs they say the

Protestant Lord’s Prayer and you can’t join in.” We were disappointed but we seemed to

accept what he was saying. 

Of course this was not the true reason at all...many years later my brother Byron informed

me that dad had a set against the organisation due to some strong views about sexual abuse.

Catholics  were  very much  in  the  minority  at  Minlaton  and this  showed up during  the

Religious Educational Instruction periods at the primary school. 

The Anglicans took over one school room another by the Baptists and the largest by the

Methodists. The Catholics were a small group and they were allocated the shelter shed. The

inferior status of being a Catholic was revealed to all at school by having to use the shelter

shed. All the other groups had one thing in common, they disliked Catholics and going

home from school after Religious Instruction day often led to verbal abuse and even an

occasional bashing.  

Very few people who know me well would ever consider me as a thug and most would

appreciate that I would do almost anything to avoid physical confrontation but at Minlaton

I almost received that title. We lived about a mile out of the town and we used to walk to

and from School which was located on the Northern part of the town just around the corner

from the Catholic Church of St Malachi. This Church was called after the Irish Saint who

introduced the Roman Liturgy into Ireland and died in the arms of St Bernard in November

1148 about 800 years before this event.
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I was always fearful of walking home by myself after school as it was during this time that

one could expect to be ‘bashed up’ by a group of school bullies. On many occasions the

attacks took place on the same day as Religious Instruction and I think it was primarily on

those days that everyone could see who belonged to this group or that group. As I walked

home by myself  a  boy called Patterson decided to  use strong and abusive terms about

Catholics and as I passed the Church I was subjected to ongoing abuse and rock throwing. I

kept moving along as fast as possible but knew I would be vulnerable once I got to the

bottom area near the bowling green.

I had to cross a small drain or man made creek and as I did so I was rushed by Patterson

and knocked down. On this occasion I did not have the protection of my larger twin brother

and I had to fight for myself, do or die. As it turned out my only protection was being a

‘fatty’ or oversized person. 

In  general  I  thought  of  myself  as  short  fat  and ugly  compared  with  my tall  dark  and

handsome twin brother Dean. On this occasion however, my fatness took the upper hand

and saved the day. As it transpired I rolled on top of Patterson and once on top of him my

weight pinned him down and I held him there. I grabbed him by the shoulders and started

banging his head to the ground but I was unaware of the small sharp stone placed just under

his head. I just banged his head and he bled – he just bled and bled, poor boy, poor head

and in time poor me. 

What happened to him after that is unclear to me but I presume he went to hospital but he

did recover to tell the constable that Gary had done this terrible deed. The Police visited my

mother and I was given a stern warning about my behaviour. In a strange way I never had a

fight again whilst at Minlaton except with the magpies when they swooped and attacked

me, once taking away my red school cap. 

The Adelaide Church 

The Church in Adelaide was now led by the very much loved Matthew Beovich who had

previously been in charge of Catholic Education in Melbourne. Archbishop Beovich was

appointed to the See of Adelaide at a time when our State was seen as openly Protestant in

its culture and views. 
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Adelaide was called the ‘City of Churches’; the State was founded with strong Wesleyan

and Free Church values. South Australia has always been proud of not being a convict state

and this may well account for the lower numbers of Irish Catholics.  Beovich was mindful

of  the  Protestant  make  up  of  South  Australia  and  knew  that  Archbishop  Mannix  of

Melbourne may not be held in a very favourable light within this State.  Though the Church

in South Australia was still very Irish in its make up Archbishop Beovich would not have

the Adelaide Church branded as part of the ‘Irish’ cause.

Archbishop Matthew Beovich Monsignor Redden

My mother was the prime teacher of our prayers and upheld all the obligations expected of

a practising Catholic including the obligations of fasting and abstinence.  There were things

called Amber days along with special feast days to be celebrated. Along with all Catholics

at the time, meat was excluded from the diet on all Fridays of the year. 

We never hid our commitment to the Faith and we participated in all Church activities

finding the church of St Malachi at Minlaton to be an important centre of our faith whilst

living  on  the  Peninsula.  The  Legion  of  Mary  sent  us  religious  material  that  included

readings,  colouring  in  sheets  along with  question  and answers,  all  helpful  in  our  faith

development. 

The Sisters of St Joseph operated a Motor Mission during the long summer school holidays

and I have great memories and appreciation of the work of these nuns. When I look back at

trying to find out why I have always been so strong in my Catholic faith I have to put the

meetings with the St Joseph Sisters and the experience of the Summer Missionary activity 
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	There is no doubt that the Catholicism that I have ‘soaked up’ into my life comes from my Irish ‘Ryan – Kiely’ background and yet it seems that my grandfather Frederick Ebenezer Lockwood was cut off from his Protestant family because he ran off with a ‘red headed Irish Catholic girl’ called Catherine Reynolds – what could be worse?

